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About Mike’s Macujo Method1.

Let me introduce myself, my name is Mike and I have been helping people pass their hair drug tests 
since 1999. Over the years many customers could never pass with harder drugs like Cocaine, Meth or 
Opiates and we made many tweaks to our method and we finally perfected it over 3 years ago. To date, 
we have thousands of satisfied customers that purchased from our web site, Amazon and E-bay stores.

Mikes Macujo Method vs Macujo Method2.

The Original Macujo Method only works for the removal of Marijuana, and only for moderate levels of 
marijuana. It has about a 90% success rate. If you have any other drugs in your hair or have high levels 
of marijuana in your hair and you can’t risk failing your hair test you must use Mike’s Macujo Method.

Mike’s Macujo Method was created to remove all drugs and alcohol from your hair and it also has a better 
success rate than the original Macujo method for the removal of THC. If you have a hair drug test coming 
up you should only follow Mike’s Macujo Method.

We get thousands of calls from our customers that passed using Mike’s Macujo Method, that we decided 
to make this video detailing all the steps of Mike’s Macujo Method.

About hair follicle drug test3.

A hair follicle drug test can determine  drug use  over a certain period  this is typically 3 months for hair 
samples that come from a person's head.

Testers can use hair follicle tests to check for a specific drug, or they can test a single hair sample for 
several different drugs

4. Why Hair follicle drug test being taken?

A person may need to undergo drug testing for employment, legal, or medical purposes.
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Zydot Ultra Clean Shampoo

ZYDOT Ultra Clean Shampoo and Purifier contains Aloe Vera to help 
condition both the hair and scalp while the penetrating cleansing 
agents remove impurities. The Aloe based conditioner will leave your 
hair tangle free and full of body.

BUY ZYDOT ULTRA CLEAN 
SHAMPOO

5.2. Secondary Items

You can purchase  these items easily 
from any Walgreen, Amazon or pharmacy.
Click on the pictures and it will direct you
to Amazon where you can buy the exact
product as described.
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Products to buy5.

Primary Items5.1.

MACUJO Aloe Rid Shampoo

ALOE RID GENTLE CLARIFYING SHAMPOO delicately removes 
residual buildup, chlorine, environmental pollutants, hard water 
minerals and hair dulling impurities for refreshingly clean, healthy 
looking hair. Time released Antioxidants effectively quench damaging 
free radicals that are deposited by harsh chemicals. This gentle, Aloe 
Vera based formula conditions both hair and scalp

BUY ORIGINAL MACUJO ALOE 
RID SHAMPOO

Clean & Clear Astringent 
(pink or orange – must be 
2.0% salicylic acid, not the 0.5%). 
This is an acne face wash. 

Tide liquid detergent
Arm-N-Hammer 
Baking soda it doesn’t 
have to be Arm-N-Hammer, 
I mention It because 
it's the most common

Buy 2 small water spray 
bottles (or old Windex 
bottles). Fill 1 with vinegar 
and 1 with Clean & Clear 
Astringent

Shower cap optional 
we recommend a 
Bandana or scarf to 
wrap around forehead 
to prevent drips falling 
in eyes

Heinz Apple vinegar 
or any brand of Apple 
Vinegar /if you can't 
get Apple Vinegar that 
get any Vinegar

www.macujo.com

https://www.macujo.com/product/aloe-rid-original-formula-very-rare/
https://www.macujo.com/product/zydot-ultra-clean-shampoo/
https://www.amazon.com/Clean-Clear-ESSNTIALS-Cleaning-Astringent/dp/B003TOZIN8/ref=sr_1_10?keywords=clean+n+clear+astringent&qid=1564680243&s=gateway&sr=8-10
https://www.amazon.com/Heinz-Vinegar-Apple-Cider-32/dp/B000RA8D6Q/ref=sr_1_4?crid=2GMWBE2OQKUKS&fpw=fresh&keywords=heinz+apple+cider+vinegar+32+oz&qid=1564682645&s=gateway&sprefix=heinz+appl%2Caps%2C124&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.com/Tide-Liquid-Laundry-Detergent-Original/dp/B07F46BDDP/ref=sr_1_18?keywords=tide+liquid+detergent+small&qid=1564683138&s=gateway&sr=8-18
https://www.amazon.com/Arm-Hammer-Baking-Soda-Lbs/dp/B00HNSJSX2/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3SW6I9HZTFZ7L&keywords=arm%2Bn%2Bhammer%2Bbaking%2Bsoda&qid=1564683323&s=gateway&sprefix=arm%2Bn%2Bhammer%2Bsoda%2Caps%2C135&sr=8-1&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Kiloline-Non-Toxic-Odorless-Leak-proof-Treatments/dp/B01LZAFC0A/ref=sr_1_7?keywords=small+spray+bottlers&qid=1564683412&s=gateway&sr=8-7
https://www.amazon.com/Toes-Home-Headband-Seamless-Resistence/dp/B077W4MJ8R/ref=sxbs_sxwds-stvp?keywords=bandana&pd_rd_i=B077W4MJ8R&pd_rd_r=f4a3eec5-38dc-4453-8bfa-2b80b529613f&pd_rd_w=Mreqe&pd_rd_wg=jWNr4&pf_rd_p=a6d018ad-f20b-46c9-8920-433972c7d9b7&pf_rd_r=6Z8AM066R8F1RTA1R8TJ&qid=1564683776&s=gateway
Anton
Typewriter
Please note these
products under the
section 5.2 are not
affiliated with us.
These are just for
your reference.



Instructional steps6.

PLEASE READ ALL STEPS BEFORE YOU BEGIN 

Do Mikes Macujo Method at least 5 to 10 times at least 1 to 3 times per day
Mike's Macujo Method (this process will open up the hair cuticle and clean inside and outside the follicle)

1-First wash hair thoroughly with the Macujo Aloe Rid and then rinse off and towel dry with a clean towel.

2-Get large salad bowl and fill it with Arm N Hammer baking soda, slowly add warm water and mix until the

consistency is like a Slurpee or “malted” it must be very wet or it will clump up. Now massage in hair for 5 to

7 minutes then rinse off and towel dry (this will open the hair cuticle).

3-Spray the Clean & Clear Astringent over your whole head and massage in for 5 to 7 minutes and then let

it sit for about 30 minutes. Have your towel ready and wipe anything that drips down (make sure you have

enough spray to saturate your entire head). IMPORTANT TIP: Vaseline around forehead and ears will

prevent a rash from the Clean & Clear Astringent – you can also wear a shower cap. Be careful with the

Clean & Clear Astringent as this is the strongest chemical you will use during this process.

4-Take a very small dab of Liquid Tide and scrub it so the follicle until the hair is clean and then rinse with

water. Rub the Tide with fingers, you should feel like the Tide is an abrasive rubbing against the hair.

5-Wash hair good with Macujo Aloe Rid first then rinse off.

6-With vinegar in the spray bottle, spray vinegar on your entire head and massage thoroughly into hair.

Wipe forehead and ears if necessary. After you wipe the excess immediately do next step

7-Spray the Clean & Clear Astringent over your entire head make sure the hair is very wet with the Clean &
Clear and massage thoroughly. You should feel a strong tingling sensation (do not get this into your ears or

eyes).Let sit for 30 minutes. Wear a shower cap if you'd like & have a towel ready to wipe away any drips

8-Take a small dab of liquid Tide and scrub it on the follicle until hair is clean and then rinse off with water

(rub the Tide with fingers, you should feel like the Tide is an abrasive rubbing against the hair).

9-Now do last wash with Macujo Aloe Rid so your hair wont smell like vinegar or laundry.

On the day of your test, try to do this within 2 hours of your test. Especially if you used within 14 days.

1-Do exactly as advised in that order.Mikes Macujo Method 

2-Then use  or  and follow the directions precisely on the packaging.Zydot Shampoo Ultra Klean Shampoo

3-If you don't have one of these shampoo's, we highly  for the day of the test.recommend buying 1 of them

W e  n o w  h a v e 
step by step videos 
on your website 
www.macujo.com
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https://www.macujo.com/product/aloe-rid-zydot-ultra-clean-hair-shampoo/
https://www.macujo.com/product/aloe-rid-zydot-ultra-clean-hair-shampoo/
https://www.macujo.com/product/aloe-rid-zydot-ultra-clean-hair-shampoo/
https://www.macujo.com/mikes-macujo-method/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqzpmlsQRNs&t
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7. “IMPORTANT TIP: Especially if you have to do a lot of washes in a few days”

A. Put Vaseline around your entire hairline, this means Ears, Neck and Forehead; this will help prevent a
rash. You can also wear a shower cap while you’re waiting for the 30 minutes to pass. Keep in mind that
the Clean & Clear Astringent is the strongest chemical used during this process so have a wash cloth
handy to wipe any drippings from getting into your eyes   ***** Do this tip for Step #2 #3 #6 #7 *****

B. Most customers on their 1st wash go very hard and irritate their scalp with their nails. We are not trying to
clean the scalp we are trying to clean the hair do not let your nails scratch your scalp, because the next
wash you head will be on fire, use the balls of your fingertips.
You can use your nails if there long just to cut them past the hair.
If you fell its scratching your scalp use less pressure

Important Facts: for all toxins in your hair

• One Mike Macujo Washing Means (Doing step 1 thru 9) This would be 1 washing
• Do not use your old brush, comb or pick. Buy a new one, boil your old one in water, or clean with alcohol.
• If you use a flat iron or curling iron, clean with alcohol first, make sure there is no burned hair on the iron
• Towel dry your hair in between each step. Try to use a clean towel every day
• Every time you do the Mike Macujo Method, you will permanently lower the toxin levels in your hair.

Try to wait at least an 8 to 10-hour break between washes This will lessen your chances of getting rash

If You Used Within 10 days of Your Test 
Do your required washes and do your last washes the night before and on day of your test as well
Zydot Ultra Clean Shampoo is to be used on the day of your test only follow the directions on box
THC, or Alcohol Daily user for past 90 days do 10 to 15 Mike Macujo Washes. If you used for 60 days you will need to 
do 8 to 12 Mike Macujo Washes. If you used for 30 days you will need 5 to 8 Mike Macujo Washes

Opiates, Meth or Benzos: Daily use you will need 15 Mike Macujo Washes and a Bleach and re-dye. If your using 2 
months or less than 10 to 15 Mike Macujo washes. 1 month 5 to 8 Mike Macujo Washes

Cocaine: Is the hardest of all drugs to remove from the hair. Now Depending on the usage over the last 90 days will 
determine how many times you will need to wash with Mikes macujo method. 

• Just to give you an idea. For every ½ Gram coke you used, would require 4 to 6 Mike Macujo Washes.

• If you used more than 1 ½ grams of cocaine in 90 days this is considered high user

• We also encourage customers to try to test themselves prior to the day of your test. If you already took a hair test and
have your results contact me and I will be able to tell you exactly what we need to do to pass

• If you used more than 2 grams of coke in the past 90 days. You will need to stall the hair test and I will create a
program to get you to pass. I also have many ideas you could use to stall your test. Call me ASAP so we can go over
everything and I will give you all your options.

• For the past 7 years I have done miracles for so many customers. When you call me try please to have the
dates that you used Coke and how much was coke was consumed on those days. This is very important for
me so I can create a program for you to pass. Please don’t call without that info. If you can’t find this out we
will have to hair test you first

www.macujo.com
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Mens with shaved or no hair9.

If you shave your hair on your head and you know that you're going to 
get a hair test soon, immediately buzz all of your body hair down to a 
#1 trimmer as soon as possible.

Then from that day forward, let the hair on your head start to grow and 
don't shave it. Within 7-10 days your head hair will be 3x longer than 
your body hair. Do not begin the Mikes Macujo Methods until you have 
at least ¼ of an inch of hair on your head. Otherwise you will only be cleaning the skin/scalp.

If the hair testing administrator asks, tell them you always shave the hair on your body and you'll let it 
grow so they can test it. Be sure the hair on your body stays much shorter than the hair on your head.

Remember the minimum amount of hair needed to test is 5/8 of an inch. If your head hair is not this long, 
“play dumb” when you arrive to your test. They will notice this and then want to take the hair sample from 
your body or arm pit. But of course it won't be because you made certain your head hair is longer than your 
body hair. They probably will tell you to come back in 1-2 weeks and also advise you not to cut your hair.

Prior to the day of your test, follow the Mikes Macujo Methods for at least 4 days. Then on the day of 
your test, use the Ultra Klean or Zydot Hair Follicle Shampoo.

Why you must never submit body hair as a sample10.

Body hair grows 3 times slower than head hair – this means it is exposed to toxins 3x more than head 
hair – so 1 inch of body hair could possibly have 3x more toxin levels when compared to 1 inch of head hair.

Body hair is thicker and coarser than head hair. Because of this, body hair will have more toxins than head 
hair.

It is very difficult to do the Mikes Macujo Method on all of your body hair. Because of gravity, you would 
have to hold your armpits up for 1 hour to do the Mikes Macujo Method. And it will keep dripping down and 
you also would need to do your chest, legs, arms, back hair, etc. Do not cut you pubic hair because they 
are not permitted to take pubic hair from that area. 

So now that you understand why it is very dangerous for you to let them test your body hair, how do we 
avoid this?

The best way to get around having to have them collect your body hair is to get a hair buzzer/trimmer and 
buzz all of your body hair down to a #1 or lower. Attachment on a buzzer will give you approximately 1/8 of 
an inch of hair. This way your body hair will be too short on your body, now they will go for where ever the 
longest hair is available. This would now be your head hair.

11. Men with beards and goatees

Must also buzz them tight to the face. It must be much shorter than 
your head hair or you risk them trying to take a sample from your 
beard/goatee. 

12. Contact

If for some reason you're not satisfied and purchased through Amazon call me first and I will do whatever 
I can to help you. My hours are 12 pm to 7:00 pm EST. Mon thru Friday ask for Mike 866-647-7277 or 
email me at mjdetox@gmail.com

W e  n o w  h a v e 
step by step videos 
on your website 
www.macujo.com
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How effective is Mike’s Macujo Method?
Mike’s Macujo Method has a 98% success rate! Since 1998, Mike has been a leader in drug testing industry, He has 
worked with 1000’s of customers over the past 20 years to create a product or method that will help customers remove 
all toxins from there hair to pass a hair follicle drug test. Finally around 2015, he perfected the Macujo Method that 
could give customers a higher success rate and also remove other toxins from there hair other than THC. Now Mike’s 
Macujo Method is the best way to date to pass a hair follicle drug test for any toxins not just for THC. Mike’s Macujo 
Method is a permanent cleansing method that will lower your levels in your hair every time you do it. So the only way 
to fail your hair follicle drug test is if you did not wash your hair enough times to get your levels below the cutoff to pass 
your hair drug test

Which products I use?
You must get Macujo Aloe Rid Shampoo, if it does not say this on the bottle don’t buy it because you won’t pass. You 
must also use the Zydot cleansing shampoo on the day of your test

How do I use your product?
With your order of Macujo Shampoo from our website we will give you step by step directions we also have video 
directions on our web site or you could call us.

Is there anything else I can do to prepare for my test?
Stop using as soon as possible and start doing the Mike’s Macujo Method. Remember every time you wash with our 
method, you permanently lower your levels in your hair.

How long do toxins stay in the body?
It takes about 5 to 7 days from the time you that you consumed any drug to grow from the root before it breaks through 
your skin of your scalp. An average person hair will grow approx 1/2 per month. So for example, if your a man with hair 
length of 2 inches the drug or drugs will stay in your hair 120 days and then when you get your haircut it will get cut 
away and the hair will be clean, providing you have not used within the 120 days. Most hair tests will go back 90 days 
which requires 1 and 1/2 half inches of hair. Men have the luxury to cut it shorter than the 1 1/2 inches. Woman in most 
case will have no option but to submit the 1 1/2 inch unless they’re willing to shave there head. Keep in mind if you don’t 
have head hair they will try for arms, armpit, chest, legs, or back hair. They will never ask for pubic hair.

Is Mike’s Macujo Method a mask?
No! it is not a mask. Every time you wash, you permanently lower your levels in your hair so the more drugs you used 
the more washes needed.

A light user of THC should do Mikes Macujo Method 5 to 8 times and a heavy user should wash between 10 to 15 
washes.

Is Mike’s Macujo Method safe for my hair?
Yes, it is safe for your hair. Your hair will feel dry and that is normal because we are removing the melanin in and out 
of the follicle. Your hair will go right back to normal after you use conditioner. We recommend you don’t use conditioner 
until you get tested. Some hair of women might get tangled or knotted because of long hair when doing this method so 
you must use a conditioner, we recommend you to wash your hair again in 4 hours later with your favorite shampoo 
and conditioner. Do not use conditioner immediately after Mikes Macujo Method.

Are your products guaranteed?
Depending on which shampoo you use for the day of your test either Zydot or Ultra Klean. Both have manufacturer 
guarantee and as for the Macujo, we are sorry there is no guarantee. The good news is if you use the Macujo Aloe Rid 
with Mike’s Macujo Method, we have a 99% success rate and as long as you wash enough times for your past drug use 
you will definitely pass.

How long will drugs stay in your hair?
For every 1 inch of hair exposed on your head is approximatly 60 days of history, for example if you have 4 inches of 
hair on your head, this would mean 4 X 60 = 240 days. This will be much longer for body hair, because your body hair 
(such as armpit and pubic hair) grows much slower.

www.macujo.com
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